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A rabbi, gourmet chef, and Jewish historian rolled into one presents readers with not only a
delicious selection of both traditional and more inventive kosher recipes, but also information on
the historical and religious context of each dish. 20,000 first printing.

About the AuthorAnna Selby has written on the arts and is a well-respected author.
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savvysavta, “Jewish Cuisine. The World of Jewish Entertaining: Menus and Recipes for the
Sabbath by Gil Marks is among my favorite cookbooks. I have a collection of close to three
hundred cookbooks. He is thoroughly knowledgeable about Jewish cuisine from all over the
world. Gil Marks is a Rabbi, Chef, Author, and Humorist. I own the other books he authored: 1)
The World of Jewish Cooking, 2) The World of Jewish Desserts, 3) Olive Trees and Honey, 4)
The Encyclopedia of Jewish Food, real masterpiece.”

WesB, “World of Jewish entertaining. This is the Gil Marks World of Jewish Cooking book taken
and amplified as to be used for small groups. It is a good book, the author not only very familiar
with the recipes and cooking, but, the history of the use of the types of food and the history of
the Jewish peoples that ate them.”

E. K, “Great for big parties. Loved his other books so much more. But could not resist getting this
one to see what he does for the big affairs.”

Susan Alhadeff, “... my old copy that had fallen apart - very happy with. bought it to replace my
old copy that had fallen apart - very happy with it”

David L. Cairns, “A Great Cook Book full of fun and history. I have used many of the recipes out
of this book and it is a great read with a lot of entertaining material!”

Shari Marks, “The cookbook that helps you plan. There have been so many times when I've had
recipes that I've had to double or triple and here Gil has done it for us.I love the new and different
ideas he has for traditional meals.Whenever I have an excess of a particular food item, I refer to
this book and get so many optionsEverything tastes yum from this book!”

Bibliophile Equestrienne, “Takes the guesswork out of cooking for large gatherings!. Gil Marks
has done a fine job in presenting a variety of menus for all occassions. The recipes are
calculated for generous party size servings, making it easy to plan events and shopping lists.
The recipes are clear, straight forward and tasty, the book layout very user friendly. This book
might also be a good resource for caterers.”

Batya Seguin, “Good variety. Lots of great recipes just what I was looking forI like the variety of
different cultures within our culture”

M. D., “Very nice guide to holiday meal planning with broad range of recipes.. As it says on the
tin, this book is a great resource for planning formal (or informal) meals and parties, including an
informative section on planning timelines, what to order in vs outsource, etc. Primarily this is a



collection of recipes around the various holidays of the Jewish year, grouped as 'menus' for the
various yom tovim. As with Gil Marks's other books, you'll find a nice range of recipes from
various traditions (beyond just Ashkenazi and Sephardic) and great little facts about the holidays
and traditional foods associated with them, without any of it being so verbose that it renders the
book unusable. Do bear in mind that this book has charming illustrations but no photographs, so
if you prefer glossy spreads for inspiration, you may find this disappointing. I find the font quite
readable and comfortable to use in the kitchen, and the lack of photographs doesn't detract from
the usefulness of this book or render the lovely collection of recipes any less interesting.”

Gloria (Ryerson Polytechnical 1982), “Healthy eating.. It's a really good book with the home
comfort type of recipes one can enjoy eating. I'm curious about kosher food as in The Bible God
recommends what we aare to eat and not eat. As time goes by I find out that the foods to be
avoided have very good reasons for not eating them. The brain of a lobster is called the old lady
by Newfoundlanders; it is poisonous. The rabbit and hare causes wasting away. The clams,
oysters and many of these creatures eat garbage in our lakes and oceans; red tides make them
poisonous. In Quebec at a St. Vincent Kitchen; they served bear meat and the people got sick.
And so it goes on... The Maker's Diet; Jordon Reuben got very ill as a teenager. He had been
home school and when college time came he had vaccines. They though he got ill from the
vaccines. Eating according to The Bible and living in a RV off California seacoast he recovered
his health. Both books are excellent.”

The book by Jill Silverman Hough has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 17 people have provided
feedback.
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